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Abstract— In this paper, we study streaming multiple videos
from a remote server to asynchronous clients through a group of
proxies, using multicast on both the wide area server-proxy paths
and the local area proxy-client paths. In this setting, we present
an algorithm to determine the optimal cache allocation among
videos at each proxy and develop an efficient streaming video
distribution scheme. Our evaluations show the benefits of even a
small proxy cache and quantify the gains from using multicast
on the server-proxy paths.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A range of multimedia applications stand to benefit from
technology for bandwidth-efficient and scalable video streaming. The high bandwidth requirements and the long-lived
nature of digital videos make this medium particularly
resource-intensive, stimulating research into server and network bandwidth-efficient distribution techniques.
Early techniques, such as batching, patching and stream
merging [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], use multicast and broadcast
connections in innovative ways to reduce server and network
loads. More recent work [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] extends
the above techniques to streaming content distribution systems
consisting of remote servers and proxies close to clients, where
proxies cache some video content locally and assist in video
streaming from the server to the clients. Much of the existing
research has focused on optimizing the usage of the server
bandwidth or the network bandwidth in a broadcast LAN
environment. In either case, the bandwidth usage for multiple
clients is the same as that for a single client.
There has been much less work on optimizing network
bandwidth usage when streaming multiple videos to asynchronous clients in wide area Internet-like settings. Our previous work [10] explores the setting where the wide area
server-proxy paths are only unicast capable while the local
area proxy-client paths might be multicast capable. In this
paper, we investigate the setting where the server has multicast connectivity to the proxies. Although the deployment
of IP multicast in the Internet has been slow, it is being
increasingly used within many corporate intranets. From a
practical perspective, understanding the potential gains from
using multicast on the wide area server-proxy paths can aid
the development of appropriate architectures and techniques
for video distribution in WAN settings.
The goal of this paper is to understand the benefits of using
multicast instead of unicast on the server-proxy paths. The

multicast capability between server and proxies essentially
couples the proxies together: a request by one proxy can
initiate a data stream capable of serving multiple proxies.
This coupling considerably complicates the problem of optimal proxy cache allocation. In this paper, we (i) present an
algorithm to determine the optimal cache allocation at each
proxy among different videos, and (ii) develop an efficient
proxy-assisted transmission scheme when server-client paths
are multicast capable. We then study the effect of proxy
caching coupled with our proposed scheme on the overall
network bandwidth usage.
Our evaluation demonstrates the benefits of even a small
proxy cache and quantifies the gains from using multicast
on the server-proxy paths. We propose two variations of the
transmission scheme that differ in bandwidth efficiency. One
requires proxies to dynamically join multicast groups; the
other does not have this requirement and is less bandwidth
efficient. However we observe that the differences in bandwidth usage in these two variations are small when the video
request rates are high.
In related work, [11] studies a multicast distribution setting,
focusing on server and proxy bandwidth usage but not on
the network bandwidth usage. [12] studies both server and
network bandwidth usage to distribute a single video using
periodic broadcast by assuming the server-client paths form a
-ary tree. In contrast, we consider the problem of distributing
multiple videos with varying popularities in a general Internet
setting, where the wide area server-proxy paths can have a
different distribution tree model than the local area proxyclient paths (see Section II).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the problem setting and the cost model. Section III
and IV present our optimal proxy cache allocation technique
and an efficient transmission scheme respectively. Our evaluations are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.


II. P ROBLEM

SETTING AND

M ODEL

Consider a server and a set of proxies, where each proxy
is responsible for a group of clients as shown in Fig. 1.
We assume multicast is available on both the server-proxy
and proxy-client paths. We further assume that clients always
request playback from the beginning of a video. A proxy
streams the prefix directly to its clients if a prefix of the video

The proxy also calculates a reception schedule for the clients
that specifies which transmission channel the client should
listen to in order to receive each frame. Note that a client
may need to receive data from multiple transmission channels
simultaneously. Under the transmission schemes we develop in
Section IV, a client needs to receive from at most two channels
simultaneously. This requirement is within the capacity of
high bandwidth connections. Frames received ahead of their
playback times are stored in a client-side workahead buffer. We
assume the client has sufficient buffer space to accommodate
an entire video. This assumption is justified by the disk space
of most contemporary machines.
Fig. 1. Streaming video in the Internet: The video stream originates from
a remote server and travels through the network to the end client. The proxies
performing prefix caching are located close to the clients.

is present locally. If the video is not stored in its entirety at the
proxy, the latter contacts the server for the remainder (suffix)
of the stream. The server multicasts the required suffix to the
proxies. A proxy further multicasts the suffix to a group of its
clients that request the video.
A. System model
We next provide a formal model of the system, and introduce notation and key concepts, as presented in Table I. We
use a superscript and subscript to represent the index of the
proxy and the video respectively.
We consider a server with a repository of
Constant-BitRate (CBR) videos and  proxies. We assume the access
probabilities of all the videos and the aggregate access rate
to the video repository at each proxy are known a priori. In a
real system, these parameters can be obtained by monitoring
the system. Without loss of generality, we order the videos in
non-increasing order of their access probabilities. Let   be
  .
the access probability of video  at proxy  ;    
Let  be the access rate of video  at proxy  and  be
the aggregate access rate to the video repository at proxy  ;

    . Let   be the aggregate request arrival rate for
video  at all the proxies;       .

We introduce a caching grain of size  to be the smallest
unit of cache allocation and all allocations are in multiples
of this unit. The caching grain can be one bit or one minute
of data, etc. We express the size of video  and the cache
size at each proxy in multiples as the caching grain. Video
 has playback bandwidth   bps, length   seconds, and
size   units,        . We assume that proxy  can
 units where  ! "#   . The storage vector
store
% $  '&  % )( %+,* (.-/-.-/( % 1
 0 specifies that a prefix of length %  
seconds for each video  is cached at proxy  ,  2 (43)(.-/-.-5( .
Note that the videos cached at the proxy cannot exceed the
storage constraint of the proxy, that is,      %  
  .
On receiving a client request for a video, the proxy calculates a transmission schedule that depends on the transmission
scheme in use. This transmission schedule specifies, for each
video frame, when and on what transmission channel (unicast
or multicast connection) it will be transmitted by the proxy.

B. Cost model
We next describe the cost model. Let 687 and 6:9 respectively
represent the costs associated with transmitting one bit of
video data on a server-proxy path and on a proxy-client path
using unicast. Our goal is to minimize the mean transmission
cost per unit time
$ aggregated over
$ all videos in the repository,
i.e., #;=<  & %  0 , where <  & %  0 is the transmission cost per
$
unit time for video  when the storage vector for video  is %  .
In the rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, we shall use
the term transmission cost to refer to this metric.
Assuming a proxy and its clients are located in a LAN
environment, the bandwidth required to send one bit from
the proxy to multiple clients using multicast is still one bit.
Therefore, the transmission cost to send one bit from the proxy
to multiple clients is still 649 .
For server-proxy paths, we assume the cost to transmit a bit
687 ,
of data from the server to proxies using multicast is >
where >@?BA DC (  0 and is referred to as the multicast scaling
factor. The minimum value for > is EC , in which case the
cost of transmitting a bit of data from the server to
proxies
is 6 7 , similar to a LAN environment. Note that, in general, the
cost when using multicast in a wide area network depends on
a variety of factors including the multicast tree topology and
the size of the multicast group [13], [14], [15], [16]. Since it is
not yet understood what are realistic topologies for multicast
trees in wide area Internet settings, we use a range of values
for > instead of assuming a particular multicast tree topology
in our performance evaluation (Section V).
6/7   , the
Finally, note that when 649 GF and >
transmission cost reduces to be the server bandwidth usage.
When 6:9 2 and 6/7 F , the transmission cost reduces to be
the amount of outgoing traffic at the proxy.












III. O PTIMAL P ROXY C ACHE A LLOCATION
We next propose a general technique to determine the
optimal proxy prefix cache allocation for any given proxyassisted transmission scheme. Recall that a caching grain is
the smallest unit of cache allocation (see Section II). The size
of video  is   units and the cache size at proxy  is 


units. Let H  JI LK F
 NM denote the set of
possible prefixes for video  , where  units is the size and
  C   seconds is the length of a possible prefix of video  .
$
$
We define O8P % QSR &  0 , where  T&  ( * (/-.-/-.(  0 ,
to be the saving in the transmission cost when storing 
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Definition
Number of videos
Length of video  (sec.)
Mean bandwidth of video  (bits per sec.)
Caching grain
Size of video  (units)
Number of proxies
Access probability of video  at proxy
Request rate for video  at proxy
Aggregate request arrival rate for videos at proxy
Aggregate request arrival rate for video  at all proxies
The cache size (units) of proxy
Length (sec) of cached prefix for video  at proxy
         
Storage vector of videos  , 
Transmission cost on server-proxy path (per bit)
Transmission cost on proxy-client path (per bit)
The multicast scaling factor
Transmission cost per unit time for video
 
when the storage vector for video  is 
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN

THE MODEL .

units of prefix of video  at proxy  over the cost when video
 is not stored at the proxies,    ( 3+(.-/-.- (  . Our goal
is to maximize the aggregate savings and, hence, minimize
the aggregate transmission cost over all the videos. The
optimization problem can therefore be formulated as
maximize:

s.t.
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Note that this formulation is a variant of the 0-1 knapsack
problem, where the items to be placed into the knapsack are
partitioned into sets and at most one item from each set is
chosen. We next use the following dynamic programming
algorithm to determine the optimal allocation.
Let$ ) be a &$ +*  0 -dimensional matrix. An entry in ) ,
,
,
, ,
,
) &  ( 0 , where  & ( * (/-.-/-.( 0 , represents the maximum

saving in the transmission cost when using the first  videos
,
,
and
of the$ storage are allocated at proxy  ,
 units
  .
,
When  F , ) &  ( 0 F . When .- F ,

$
$
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/ 02
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The value ) & (  0 is the maximum saving in transmission
cost when all
videos have been used, where
$
  &  (  $ * (.-/-.-.(  0 . $ The minimum transmission cost

is   =<  & F 0 ?@) & (  0 since the saving is relative to




storing nothing at the proxies. The execution time of the
K H 4K and
algorithm is A &  CB 0 , where B D/102 ESFE
E
E
 G/1052 
 . Note that the complexity of the algorithm
 
is exponential with respect to the number of proxies  . In a
longer version of this paper [17], we prove that, when  is not
fixed, the problem is NP-hard in the strong sense. Therefore,
we cannot hope for a more efficient algorithm.

When the server-proxy path is only unicast capable, determining the allocation for  proxies is equivalent to determining the allocation for each proxy separately. The above optimal
allocation algorithm reduces to that we proposed in [10],
which has the complexity of A &   B 0 .
Note that the above optimal allocation scheme assumes
fixed parameters (including the access probabilities of the
videos, the arrival rates of the videos, etc.). In practice,
the parameters can be dynamic. Therefore the proxy cache
allocation algorithm needs to be executed periodically to adapt
to the changing parameters. Once an optimal proxy cache
allocation is determined, the allocation is static, that is, the
allocation is fixed until a new optimal proxy cache allocation
is obtained.
IV. P ROXY- ASSISTED T RANSMISSION S CHEME
In this section, we develop a transmission scheme MMPatch, which is similar to patching [3], [4] in spirit but differs
from patching in that it utilizes proxy prefix caching as an
integral part for bandwidth-efficient delivery.
We next describe the MMPatch scheme in detail. When a
client requests video  from its proxy, the proxy transmits the
prefix stored locally to this client using multicast. At the same
time, the proxy requests the suffix, the remainder of the video,
from the server. Suppose proxy  issues the first request for
the suffix of video  at time F . Corresponding to the request,
the server starts to transmit a suffix of length   ? %   using
multicast at time %   . Proxy  multicasts the suffix from the
server to a group of its clients that request the video. Later
requests for video  (from proxy  or other proxies) have two
options. They can start a new multicast suffix stream from the
server. Or they join the ongoing multicast of the suffix and use
separate unicast channels to obtain the missing data. Let H  be
a threshold to regulate the frequency at which the complete
suffix stream is transmitted. If a later request arrives before
H  , it joins the ongoing multicast of the suffix. Otherwise, it
starts a new complete suffix stream from the server. Threshold
H  is chosen such that the transmission cost is minimized.
We next present two variations of MMPatch: dynamic and
baseline MMPatch. In dynamic MMPatch, when one proxy
initiates a multicast suffix stream from the server, another
proxy joins the multicast group to receive the stream only
when at least one of its clients request the video. In baseline
MMPatch, all the proxies receive the multicast stream; then
each proxy either forwards this stream to its clients or discards it upon receipt when there is no need for the stream.
Clearly dynamic MMPatch is more bandwidth efficient while
requires more signaling than baseline MMPatch. In baseline
MMPatch, the server can transmit all multicast streams using
one channel (multicast connection) and all the proxies listen
to that channel. In dynamic MMPatch, a multicast group has
to be created for each multicast stream from the server and the
proxies need to join multicast groups dynamically. We derive
the average number of joins from all the proxies per unit of
time in dynamic MMPatch and the overall transmission cost
function for both baseline and dynamic MMPatch in [17].
When there is no proxy caching (i.e., no video prefix at the
proxies and the proxies are used only as gateways), MMPatch

Relative reduction (opt. over no prefix)

reduces to threshold-based patching [4]. When the serverproxy path is only unicast capable, the transmission from
the server corresponding to the requests from one proxy is
independent of that to other proxies. In this case, MMPatch
reduces to MPatch, which we proposed in [10].
EVALUATION

A. The effect of proxy caching on the transmission cost
Proxy caching leads to lower network transmission cost in
all the settings we study. This is expected since data from the
server pass the proxies and hence transmitting a stream directly
from a proxy incurs less cost than from the server. On the other
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In this section, we examine the resource tradeoffs for MMPatch under the optimal proxy cache allocation. We consider
a repository of /F F CBR video clips with access probabilities
drawn from a Zipf distribution with parameter F - 3  [1].
We also use more skewed ( "F ) and less skewed ( F - )
distributions. We only describe the results under  F - 3 
in detail; the performance trends under different values of
are similar. For simplicity, we assume all the videos are
two hours long, and have the same bandwidth. We normalize
the transmission cost by both the video bandwidth and the
value of 6/$ 7 . That is, the normalized transmission cost is
 <  & %  0 C & 6.7   0 . Let 6: 9  6:9 C 6.7 . We assume 64 9 ? A F (  .
Observe that 6: 9 TF corresponds to 649  F and 64 9  
corresponds to 6 9  6 7 . We represent the proxy cache size as
a percentage,  , of the size of the video repository. We use
one minute of data as the caching grain for the proxy cache
allocation.
We first consider homogeneous proxies, that is, the configurations for all the proxies are the same, including proxy
cache size, video access probabilities, aggregate arrival rate,
6 7 , 6 9 , etc. At the end of this section, we consider proxies that
are heterogeneous in the arrival rate of the videos. We assume
requests to a proxy follow a Poisson process and the aggregate
arrival rate ranges from 8F to  F F requests per minute. The
total number of proxies  is set to be /F or /F F . The multicast
scaling factor > ranges in A EC  (  0 . The performance trends
under   8F and   8F F are similar. We therefore only
report the results under  28F F .
We believe that the optimal allocation at homogeneous
proxies should be the same, since the proxies are not distinguishable in contributing to the transmission cost. We are
unable to provide a rigorous proof but our evaluation on two
homogeneous proxies confirms this conjecture. Running the
optimal proxy cache allocation algorithm on large number
of proxies is difficult because of the complexity and the
space requirement. In the following, the optimal allocation
we describe is under the assumption that the allocation at
homogeneous proxies is the same. We first investigate the
effect of proxy caching on the transmission cost. We then
describe the optimal proxy allocation across the videos and
the gains from using multicast on the server-proxy paths
over using unicast. All of the above are based on baseline
MMPatch. Finally, we compare the performance of baseline
and dynamic MMPatch.

Fraction at proxies
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hand, this is in contrast to the study in [11], which focuses
on server and proxy bandwidth usages instead of network
bandwidth usage and shows that proxy caching only reduces
server and proxy bandwidth usages in some settings.
We define the relative reduction under optimal proxy cache
allocation over no proxy caching to be the difference in the
costs under these two settings divided by the cost without
proxy caching. Fig. 2 plots the relative reduction thus defined
when the aggregate arrival rate to a proxy is  F requests
per minute and > ranges from 0.2 to 0.8. We observe that a
relatively small proxy cache (1%-10% of the video repository)
is sufficient to realize substantial savings in transmission cost
and the proxy cache size has a diminishing effect on the
cost savings. Furthermore, the reduction is more dramatic for
6  9 F than for 6  9 F -LK . This is because, for lower values of
6: 9 , the savings from transmitting directly from the proxy cache
to the clients is more dramatic. Finally, we observe similar
characteristics for other request arrival rates.
B. Optimal proxy cache allocation across the videos
Fig. 3(a) depicts the optimal proxy cache allocation in
MMPatch when    F /min, > F - 3 and 6  9 F -LK . We find
that the size of the proxy cache allocated to a video is not
a monotonically increasing function of the access probability.
This is because the threshold tends to increase as the access
probability decreases. Therefore some less popular videos may
require larger prefixes than more popular videos to realize the
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rate, especially for small and medium proxy cache sizes (figure
not shown). For instance, when S increases from  F /min to
 F F /min, for   *x and >  F - w , the cost saving from using
multicast on the server-proxy paths increases from K 3 x to
w Fx for 64 9  F and from Oyx to 3[w x for 64 9 F -LK .
In the above, we fixed > to be F - w . As > increases, the
cost of using multicast on the server-proxy paths approaches
and then surpasses that of using unicast. This is because, in
MMPatch, using multicast on the server-proxy paths becomes
less bandwidth efficient for higher values of > . We refer to the
value of > at which the costs of using multicast and unicast on
the server-proxy paths are the same as the critical value of > .
Fig. 5 depicts the critical value of > as a function of the arrival
rate  , 6: 9 and  . We observe that the critical value increases as
the arrival rate increases since, as observed before, the savings
from using multicast on server-proxy paths increase with the
arrival rate. The critical value is higher for lower values of 65 9 ,
since the cost on server-proxy paths is more dominant in the
total cost when 6  9 is low. When 6  9  F , the critical value of
> is higher for larger values of  ; when 6  9 - F , the critical
value of > is higher for smaller values of  . This is because
the gains from using multicast on the server-proxy paths is
the highest at medium and small proxy cache sizes for 6  9 F
and 6  9 - F respectively.

<

1000

.

optimal threshold. When 64 9  F (see Fig. 3(b)), the proxy
cache is more evenly distributed among the videos. For a value
of > higher than F - 3 , the optimal allocation across the videos
is more skewed (figures not shown), closer to the allocation
when using unicast on the server-proxy paths.
C. Benefits of using multicast along server-proxy paths
When using unicast on the server-proxy paths, MMPatch
reduces to MPatch proposed in [10]. Fig. 4 shows the transmission cost when using multicast and unicast on the server-proxy
paths as a function of the proxy cache size for     F /min
and > F - w . Using multicast on the server-proxy paths leads
to significant savings only for small and medium proxy cache
sizes. When the proxy cache size is [x of the video repository
(i.e.,   [x ), using multicast on the server-proxy paths
reduces the transmission cost by K 3 x and  yzx over that using
unicast for 6  9  F and 6  9 !F -LK respectively. As the proxy
cache increases, more contents are transmitted from the proxy
cache directly and the cost on the server-proxy paths becomes
less dominant in the total cost. That explains why transmission
costs using multicast and unicast on the server-proxy paths
become close for large proxy cache sizes. We observe that the
cost savings from using multicast on server-proxy paths are
more significant for small values of 6  9 . This is because, in
that case, the cost on the server-proxy paths is more dominant
in the total cost and the benefits of using multicast are more
manifest. We also observe that the cost savings from using
multicast on the server-proxy paths increase with the arrival

D. Performance comparison of baseline and dynamic MMPatch
We now assume the multicast bandwidth usage follows
Chuang-Sirbu law [13], which states that the cost of using
=}
multicast for a multicast group size of is |{ times as that
using unicast. In dynamic MMPatch, the size of a multicast
group ranges from  to  . In baseline MMPatch, the size
of the multicast group is  and the cost of transmitting
one bit of data from the server to all the proxies using
=}
unicast is L6 7 . Therefore, >   { C  in baseline MMPatch
under the assumption of Chuang-Sirbu law. That is, >~ F - w
for   /F F . We found the performance of dynamic and
baseline MMPatch are very similar except for low arrival
rate of /F requests per minute, where the difference in their
transmission costs is within 8Fzx . This is expected since in
dynamic MMPatch, the size of the multicast group for a stream
with high arrival rate is close to the total number of proxies
 , in which case the transmission costs under dynamic and
baseline MMPatch are similar. However, dynamic MMPatch
requires much more dynamic joins than baseline MMPatch.
For instance, when S  /F /min, the average number of joins
per minute from all proxies in dynamic MMPatch is around
K F F F F (figure not shown). For higher arrival rates, the average
number of joins per minute is even higher since the threshold
tends to decrease as the request arrival rate increases.




E. Heterogeneous proxies
We next examine the resource tradeoffs for a special case
of heterogeneous proxies: the proxies are heterogeneous in
the sense that the aggregate arrival rates to the proxies are
different. We assume proxies belong to two classes: one class
with an aggregate arrival rate of  F requests per minute and the

other one with  F F requests per minute, /F times larger than
the first class. The number of proxies in each class is the same.
We observe that the allocations for the two classes of proxies
are the same. Furthermore, the allocation is very close to that
for homogeneous proxies with the same average arrival rate,
which is &  F F *  F 0 C 3  30 requests per minute. The reason
might be that the cost on server-proxy paths is more sensitive
to the aggregate arrival rate from all the proxies instead of the
arrival rate from each individual proxy.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study video streaming in the setting where
both the server-proxy and proxy-client paths are multicast
capable. We present an algorithm to determine the optimal
cache allocation at each proxy and develop an efficient proxyassisted transmission scheme. Our performance evaluation
shows that: (i) under optimal prefix caching, a relatively small
proxy cache (1%-10% of the video repository) is sufficient
to realize substantial savings in transmission cost; (ii) using
multicast on server-proxy path leads to significant savings over
using unicast for small to medium proxy cache sizes and high
arrival rates; In the other cases, using unicast is good enough;
(iii) the simpler baseline MMPatch is as bandwidth efficient
as dynamic MMPatch for relatively high arrival rates.
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